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FIG. 1: The basic correction scheme. The noisy channel T is represented by the shaded shape, and consists of a unitary
coupling U of the system to an environment in state 
0
. The result  of the measurement M on the environment is used to
select the recovery operation R

, resulting in the overall corrected channel T
corr
.
rounds of classical communication and local quantum operations, correction may become possible in some situations,
in which our scheme would not work.
II. GENERAL RESULTS
A. The correction scheme
In this Section we establish some notation, and describe the general scheme (see Fig. 1) for correcting information
using information from the environment. Throughout we will consider a channel T transforming systems with Hilbert
space H
1
into systems with a possibly dierent Hilbert space H
2
. Both Hilbert spaces are assumed to be nite
dimensional. We work in the Schrodinger picture, so the channel is given by a map taking each input density operator
 on H
1
to a density operator T () on H
2





denotes the space of all linear operators on a Hilbert space H. Of course, T must be completely positive and trace
preserving [2], which is equivalent to the possibility of obtaining it by unitary coupling to an environment. It is




of the environment before and after the coupling. Then the










. If the initial states of system and environment
are density operators  and 
0
, respectively, an observable A 2 L(H
2
) measured on the system after the interaction
has expectation






















where the trace in the second line is the partial trace over the Hilbert space specied. In this expression we have simply
discarded the environment by choosing an observable of the form (A 
 1 ) on the combined system. A measurement
on the environment K
2












= 1 . Inserting M

















where the completely positive map T

is a selective channel giving the (non-normalized) output state T

() of the
subensemble of systems for which the measurement performed after the interaction on the environment has given the
result \": the probability of getting  is trT










() is the expectation of A in that subensemble. The structure of a channel,





of selective operations, is called an instrument [1]. It is the general form of a
quantum operation yielding classical information (i.e., ) together with a quantum output.
We can now introduce the idea of correction: this will be a restoring operation taking systems with Hilbert space
H
2
to systems with the same Hilbert space H
1
as the inputs. We allow this operation to depend in an arbitrary












to the normalization factor tr(T

()). The overall corrected channel is built from these conditional operations by















where Æ means composition of maps. We will say that the scheme restores quantum information, if the corrected





































which is independent of . That is, the results  contain no information whatsoever about the initial state. Moreover,
this special form implies that the original quantum state is restored, not only for the whole ensemble, but also for
each subensemble selected according to the result .
We will also consider in detail the question if classical information can be transmitted faithfully. In this case we
use a particular basis B in the input space H
1
to encode the information. Let B
x
, x = 1; : : : ; dimH
1
, denote the
one-dimensional projections onto the basis vectors. Then we will say that the scheme restores classical information


















() and again we can say that also for each -subensemble
classical information is restored.
B. Independence of Coupling
Whether or not we can nd a correction scheme in principle depends not just on the noisy channel T , but on the
particular way in which it is realized by coupling, i.e., on the unitary interaction U and the initial state 
0
of the
environment. However, if 
0
happens to be a pure state this dependence simplies considerably. It is clear from (3)





of a given channel T can be realized are completely
























instead. In this sense the following Theorem tells us that all realizations of a channel T by coupling to an initially
pure environment are equivalent and that for all of them there are no limitations in the choice of the decomposition.
Assuming a pure environment may seem counterintuitive, if the environment is seen as that \large and uncontrolled
system out there". However, in situations in which our correction scheme might be applied, a good control of the
environment is needed anyhow. The \environment" is then only that part with which the system is in contact, and
which together with the system is suÆciently well isolated from the rest of the world. As the following Theorem and
Section VI show, if we want to \tell in advance if there is a chance", without using information about the details of
the coupling, we should make this assumption in any case.
Pure environments are also in keeping with the general idea that all decoherence arises from coupling to an envi-
ronment. Only with a pure environment we can separate the combined eects of interaction and tracing out on the
one hand, from the transfer of impure information from the environment to the system on the other. Not that this is
an absolute distinction: by purifying the environment, i.e., by considering it as a subsystem of a larger system in a
pure state, we can always represent the `transfer of impurity' as a dynamical coupling to one part of a pure entangled
system.
Before stating and proving the Theorem, let us recall some basic facts about possible decompositions and renements
























































= 1 : (5)
Such a representation is not unique, and we will see examples later in which the proper choice of the t

is essential.















have been brought to the same length by appending zeros, and u is
a unitary matrix. Therefore non-renable decompositions are given by Kraus representations and all the others can
be obtained by grouping some terms in some Kraus representation.
Finally, as announced, we prove that all realizations of a given channel with an initially pure environment are
equivalent, because every decomposition of the channel can be realized by a measurement on the environment. Except
for Section VI we will assume from now on that the environment is initially pure.


















) be a pure state and let T







completely positive can be realized





Proof. It is suÆcient to prove the Theorem for a Kraus decomposition (5) because, if T

are sums of Kraus terms,
we simply have to nd the observable for the rened Kraus decomposition and then sum the corresponding terms.













, let us nd the observable M


































where h ; s






























































































































































Since we assume pure 
0
in the sequel, \choosing a measurement M on the environment" is synonymous with
\choosing a decomposition of the channel into completely positive summands", and keeping in mind the task to
decide the existence of correction scheme, we will always consider Kraus decompositions.
C. The Basic Criteria for Correction
Before classifying channels according to the existence of a correction scheme restoring quantum or classical infor-
mation, we establish criteria to say if a certain measurememnt on the environment, i.e. a certain Kraus decomposition
of the channel, allows such restoring. For both kinds of information we nd simple necessary and suÆcient conditions






1. Criterion for Quantum Information





































































an isometry, and we




























are arbitrary density operators in L(H
1
). 




, so that v

are unitary and
the second term in (7) vanishes. The measurement on the environment decomposes T into a convex combination
















, which occur randomly with probability c

















, the operators v







describes a reversible transformation and the structure of the correction scheme is similar. The channel is decomposed
into a convex combination of isometric channels transforming a quantum system with state  2 L(H
1
) into a quantum







), which occur randomly with probability c

. Once  is observed, the
corresponding R

(7) restores . Note that we are interested in applying R
















= N , the Proposition yields an interesting necessary condition for corrigibility: since
each t

is proportional to a unitary, the completely chaotic state  = N
 1























T (1 ) = 1 (8)
are called doubly stochastic because this is the exact analog of a well known property of transition probability matrices:
such a matrix is called doubly stochastic if the chaotic (equi-)distribution is invariant, which is to say that both rows
and columns add up to 1. A famous Theorem by Birkho then states that every doubly stochastic matrix is a
convex combination of permutation operators, which in turn would translate to \reversible transition matrix", or
\unitarily implemented channels" in the quantum case. In other words, Birkho's Theorem would suggest by analogy
that double stochasticity is not only necessary but even suÆcient for the conditions of the Proposition. However, the
quantum analog of Birkho's Theorem fails. This was shown in [6], to which we refer for more background and results.
Even for channels close to the identity one can nd doubly stochastic channels, which are not convex combination
of unitary ones [7]. It turns out that the main counterexample of [6] for d = 3 is also needed in our paper (see
Example 4). For d = 2, the quantum analog of Birko's Theorem holds [6], and we give a direct proof of this fact in
Section IVB.
2. Criterion for Classical Information




) be a channel. Then, for a given basis B in H
1















) restoring classical information in basis B





are all diagonal in B.
Proof. If T is used to send classical information encoded on B, then the initial state is one of the B
x
and, when the








it is clear that a restoring channel R


















have to be orthogonal because they can be perfectly distinguished, e.g. by a measurement of B after the
application of R








are orthogonal, a measurement can distinguish them and we could obtain R




















































































= 0 ; 8 x 6= y ;














is diagonal in B.

Let us remark that (9) is not the only possible choice of R

: given a Kraus decomposition of T , in Section V,
eq. (17) and (20), we will nd a generalization of channels (7) which could restore classical information as well as
channels (9), but which would also give a correction scheme allowing optimal recovery of quantum information if this
were sent through the channel.
6D. Classication of Examples
In this section we summarize the properties to be investigated in the coming Section.
Deniton 4 Consider a channel T , realized by coupling to an environment. We call it
 a `Q' channel, if QUANTUM information can be corrected, i.e., the conditions of Proposition 2 hold.
 a `DS' channel, if it is DOUBLY STOCHASTIC (cf. Eq. (8)).
 a `A' channel, if for ALL bases B a correction scheme exists (i.e., the conditions of Theorem 3 hold).
 a `S' channel, if for SOME basis B a correction scheme exists.
 a `N' channel, if NONE of the above properties is asserted.
The somewhat strange category `N' is needed to make the implication `S')`N' trivial, and hence to get the hierarchy





The examples of the next section together constitute a proof of the following Theorem:





















are strict in general. However, for qubit channels (dimH
1























Let us start with two remarkable examples of channels, which are known to destroy all quantum information and
for which no ordinary quantum error correcting code works. Nevertheless they turn out to be channels of type `Q', so
that quantum information can be completely restored with the help of a suitable measurement on the environment.




to be N -dimensional,
choose a basis B and consider, as above, the one dimensional projections B

to the basis vectors. The complete von












are diagonal only in the basis B itself, so this is the unique basis in which classical information can
































where all the V

are unitary. Hence T is a `Q' channel.
This channel has quantum channel capacity zero [3], but classical capacity log
2
(N ). The following channel is even
worse: without help from the environment it allows no information transmission at all.







= N . Then the depolarising channel is dened by T () =
1
N
1 . It is a `Q' channel

































denotes a basis labeled cyclically so that addition in jx+ ji is modulo
N . The representations of the depolarizing channel with Kraus operators proportional to unitaries, of which there are
very many for larger N , are in fact, in one-to-one correspondence to quantum teleportation schemes and superdense
coding schemes [8].
Casimir channel. The next example and some of the following belong to a family we call Casimir channels.
These can be dened starting from any compact Lie group. Let us recall that all irreducible unitary representations
 of such a group live in nite dimensional Hilbert spaces H

and that its Lie algebra admits an invariant positive

























1 , because this operator commutes with the group
representation, and  is irreducible. We use here the convention that (L) denotes the self-adjoint (rather than
skew-adjoint) generators of the group in the representation . Then 















denes automatically a channel, which is completely positive because we could choose generators L

diagonalizing
g and hence giving directly a Kraus representation of T . Note that this is always a `DS' channel because the latter
Kraus operators are self-adjoint.











) equal to the angular momentum operators generating a spin-s representation of SU
2
on


































































which is a `Q' channel because the Pauli matrices 

are unitary. This is the best completely positive approximation
to the \Universal Not" operation, which would take any pure state on C
2
to its orthogonal complement [11].
B. `A not Q' Channels
We give two examples of `A not Q' channels. Example 4 is `DS', and hence also a counterexample to the quantum
analog of Birkho's Theorem. Example 5 is not `DS', so property `Q' may fail in dierent ways.







and, with a basis fjxig
3
x=1


















is the completely antisymmetric tensor and J

are the angular momentum operators in spin-1 represen-
tation. This channel was already used as a counterexample to the quantum analog of Birkho's Theorem in [6], but
also to a completely dierent problem in [10].
Since the J













2 by eq. (6). But in odd dimension an antisymmetric matrix necessarily has determinant zero, and
hence cannot be unitary. It follows that T is not a `Q' channel. On the other hand, like every Casimir channel, T
enjoys property `DS'.
It remains to show that T is an `A' channel. Note that the J
2

are diagonal, so it is obvious that correction works for
the standard basis and, by SU
2
invariance, for all bases arising from this by orthogonal (real unitary) transformation.





. Then we can take the unitary matrix rotating the standard
basis to f'
y






















Using the properties J
2






















Since these operators are diagonal w.r.t. f'
y




> 1, x an arbitrary unit vector  in H
2
and dene the channel
T () = j ih j :
Then T is not a `Q' channel because every Kraus operator t





































j are diagonal w.r.t. f'
x
g.
C. `S not A' Channels
Example 6. Casimir channel, s = 3=2. We show rst that every SU
2
-Casimir channel is an `S' channel. Indeed, we


















































































are all diagonal w.r.t. the eigenbasis of J
3
.






















= j   1=2i ;
'
4
= j   3=2i ;
where jmi denotes the eigenstates of J
3
.
Let us note that examples 5 and 6 together show that there is no logical relation between properties `A' and `DS'.
D. `N not S' Channels
Example 7. In order to exhibit a channel T without even property `S', we construct Kraus operators t

: H ! H,






















9implies linear dependence of the vectors  and . Then no matter how we recombine the Kraus operators t

according





commute, so they cannot be jointly diagonal in any basis.








































This holds if and only if (13) holds for every summand. Hence we can increase the demands on  and  by adding
more and more terms to the direct sum, up to leaving only the obvious solution  / .
It is convenient to choose one summand as t
(0)

= j ihj, where  2 C
3
is an arbitrary unit vector, and the ji
are a basis in C
3







= j ihj, where  denotes the vector with the complex conjugate compo-




, which vanishes i  and  are either linearly dependent or
orthogonal.













h; i = 0; kk = kk = 1
o
:
Our problem is reduced to showing that there is a nite collection of Kraus operators ft
(i)

g, i = 1; : : : ; N such that
the commutators (13) do not vanish simultaneously at the same point in M.




for which the commutator is non-zero.















































) in a small open neighbourhood of (; ). But from this open covering of the compact set M we can select a
nite subcover, and the corresponding Kraus operators form the desired direct sum channel.
Of course, this construction is non-constructive in the sense that we get no bound on the dimension of the Hilbert
space H. A more explicit example, perhaps in 3 dimensions with 3 Kraus operators would clearly be preferable.
IV. QUBIT CHANNELS
As stated in Theorem 5, qubit channels are special from the point of view of our classication because they enjoy
at least property `A' and because double stochasticity becomes equivalent to property `Q'. We are now going to prove
these results.
A. `N' ) `A'









Hilbert space. So consider an arbitrary basis ofH
1
, which we can take to be fj0i; j1ig. We have to show that there exist


















































tr(X) = 0. Rotating the Kraus operators by a unitary matrix u (cf. (6)) is the same as transforming X 7! uXu

.
What we want to achieve is to make the diagonal of uXu

vanish identically. That we can always nd such a unitary
transformation is the content of the following Lemma.
Lemma 6 Let X be an operator on a nite dimensional Hilbert space H with trX = 0. Then there is an orthonormal
basis fe





i = 0 for all .
This lemma already appeared in [12] for dimH = 2
k
, but we need it for arbitrary dimH = N , and our proof is
rather dierent.















obtained by restricting X to '
?




is still a null trace operator and by
induction we can nd e
2
and the rest of the basis.
Let us show the existence of '. Set A = (X + X

)=2 and B = (X   X

)=2i so that X = A + iB, with A and





















+ ih';B 'i ;
where the rst summand vanishes for j'
k





























































Hence there is at least one unit vector ' 2 T such that h';X 'i = ih';B 'i = 0.

B. `DS' ) `Q'
It was already shown in [6] that for qubits the quantum analog of Birkho's Theorem holds. The proof given in that
paper was based, however, on a full analysis of the extremal doubly stochastic operators. Here we give a dierent,
more direct proof.
Given a doubly stochastic qubit channel T : L(H) ! L(H), with H = C
2
the two dimensional Hilbert space, we










are all proportional to unitary























= 1. As usual, 
j
denote the Pauli matrices with 
0
= 1 . By expanding all Kraus












with some complex 4 4-matrix R = (R
ij
) enjoying the properties








; 8 i; j = 1; 2; 3: (14)
Property R  0 is equivalent to the complete positivity of T , while the others are equivalent to tr T () = tr  and
T (1 ) = 1 . We need the following lemma.





be a 4 4 complex matrix enjoying properties (14). Then there exists an orthonormal




of R with the rst component '
()
0




Before proving this lemma, let us verify that it does solve our problem. Indeed, if the '
()
are such a basis, use the












































































































































then the conditions (14) on R become R  0 and S ÆR = R Æ S, whereas the required property for the eigenvectors
' can be written as S' = '. Therefore we are given S Æ R = R Æ S and we are looking for \real", i.e. S-invariant,
eigenvectors.
Consider any eigenvector ' of R. Then S' is an eigenvector for the same eigenvalue. Now we can either have that
S' is proportional to ', in which case we can adjust the phase to make S' = '. Or else, S' and ' are linearly
independent, and span a two-dimensional subspace which is invariant under S, and on which R acts like a positive
multiple of 1 . In this subspace we can again nd a basis of S-invariant vectors. In either case, the orthogonal
complement of the subspace generated by ' and S' is again invariant under both operators, and we continue with
the eigenvectors of R in this complement, thereby constructing successively a basis of S-invariant eigenvectors.

V. OPTIMAL RECOVERY OF QUANTUM INFORMATION
If quantum information is sent through a `not Q' channel, it is natural in our framework to look for the correction
schemes which give the best possible information preserving, i.e. which bring the corrected channel T
corr
(3) as close
as possible to id
1
, in some sense. In this Section we nd optimal restoring channels R

for a given measurement M

.
Even if the result leaves unsolved the problem of choosing M

, it is interesting by itself for all those situations where
practical constraints could prevent the choice of M

(which could happen also with a `Q' channel). We dene the
optimal R

to be the channels which maximize the channel delity of the corrected channel, F(T
corr
). For a channel








, denoted by 
 a maximally entangled unit vector in H
H, the channel delity















measures how well T preserves quantum information, reaching 1 if and only if T = id.























































and we want to maximize it with respect to all possible families fR

g.

















) be the corresponding overall corrected channel (3). Then















































) = 0 8  2 L(H
1
); (17)












Before proving the Proposition we write an explicit example of channels (17). To do this, we need to introduce the



























) which we extend





















































are arbitrary density operators in L(H
1
).











































































are chosen according to (20), then T
corr
is given by (18) and equality holds in (16). And the same is true for
every family of restoring channels (17).
Still remaining to prove is that equality in (16) implies (17). Equality holds in (16) if and only if equality holds in






















































The structure of the optimal restoring channels (17) or (20), obtained by maximizing F(T
corr
), is just what one
could expect. When a measurement on the environment has given the result , we deal with a subensemble of systems
























. Unless we are in the trivial case jt

j / 1 , only the second transformation is physically
reversible, and this is just what the channels (17) and (20) do. Notice that if jt

j / 1 then T is decomposed into
isometric channels, the restoring channels (20) coincide with (7), the correction scheme restores quantum information
and F(T
corr
) = 1. As anticipated in Section II C 2, a correction scheme based on channels (17) or (20) not only recovers
optimally quantum information, but if the measurement on the environment allows restoring of classical information
in a basis B, i.e. if jt

j are diagonal in B, then it also restores such information.
VI. MIXED ENVIRONMENTS
When a channel (1) is realised by coupling the system to an environment whose initial state 
0
is not pure, the





given by a measurement on the environment (see (2)) actually
depend on 
0
. As a consequence, the possibility of restoring quantum or classical information sent through the channel
does not depend only on the channel, but also on the details of the coupling. We will illustrate this feature with an
example of a `N not S' depolarizing qubit channel. Since the same channel would be `Q' if the environment were pure,
the example shows that a mixed environment can cause the highest possible drop in our hierarchy. Moreover, since it
is a qubit channel, it also shows that with mixed environments the special properties of qubits are destroyed.
Example 8. Let us consider the channel T : L(H) ! L(H) arising from coupling a qubit, of Hilbert space H, to
another qubit, the environment, of Hilbert space K and initial state 
0












































g  H, f 
x
g  H, f
x
g  K, and f
x
g  K are arbitrary orthonormal bases. The coupling is non-trivial,
because it contains yet another basis f
x




















Then it is easy to verify that (1) gives the depolarizing channel T () = 1 =2. But, even if the evolution U is followed



















) are always non orthogonal and hence no channel R

can distinguish them and






















































































































































































































































j) are never orthogonal and T is not `S'.
VII. ANALYSIS WITH LOCC OPERATIONS
Our correction scheme was motivated by situations where the measurement on the environment and subsequent
recovery are realized by physical processes, possibly to be run repeatedly, or even in continuous time. Therefore we
did not encorporate a possible dependence of the whole process on information previously gained on the system. On
the other hand, the `lost and found' scenario might well be extended to contain such dependences. The most general
case would then maybe begin with a quantum measurement on the system, to ascertain the losses. Based on that
information a classical call would be made to the Lost and Found OÆce in the environment. An employee would
then make a quantum measurement on the shelves in the oÆce, maybe ask a question for more classical information
about the system, and so on. All this amounts to a cooperation between the system manager and the Lost and Found
employee, in the framework of an LOCC (`Local quantum operations and classical communication") protocol [13].
Developing the corrigibility criteria for such protocols is beyond the present work. Therefore we only give one example
showing that the extended framework does make a dierence in some situations.
We consider Example 8 of Section VI, where classical information encoded on the rst qubit can never be retrieved
after the interaction by our correction scheme. The simple LOCC scheme, which will achieve correction in this case
is to start with a measurement on the `system' qubit followed by a suitable measurement on the `environment' qubit,
chosen according to the rst result.
Fix the encoding basis B = f'
x






g are xed in K, too, and the initial












j 2 L(H) so that, according to the result  and the classical information x, the subsequent (non
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